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SHARP ESTIMATES FOR
THE NONTANGENTIAL MAXIMAL FUNCTION AND
THE LUSIN AREA FUNCTION IN LIPSCHITZ DOMAINS
RODRIGO BAÑUELOSAND CHARLESN. MOORE
Abstract.
Let m be a harmonic function on a domain of the form D =
{(x,y): x 6 ft",y € ft,y > 4>(x)} where 0: R" —►
R is a Lipschitz function.
The authors show a good-A inequality between Au , the Lusin area function of
u , and Nu , the nontangential maximal function of u . This leads to an LP
inequality of the form \\Au\\p < Cp\\Nu\\p which is sharp in the sense that Cp
is of the smallest possible order in p as p —►
oo . For P G dD and / > 0 we
also consider the functions Au(P + (0,t)) and Nu(P + (0, t)) and show that
a corollary of the good-A inequality is a law of the iterated logarithm involving
these two functions as / —♦0 . If n = 1 and 4> has a small Lipschitz constant
the above results are shown valid with the roles of Nu and Au interchanged.

1. Introduction
In this paper we will show some good-A inequalities between the nontangential maximal function and the Lusin area function on Lipschitz domains. In
addition, we give some applications of these, in particular, we prove a law of
the iterated logarithm for the two functions which gives a precise bound on the
ratios of their growth as they approach the boundary of the domain. This law
of the iterated logarithm is the analogue of the result proved in [1] with the
roles of the maximal function and the area function interchanged.
We call (f>: R" —►
R a Lipschitz function if there exists a constant M such
that \<t>(x)- cp(y)\ < M\x - y\ for all x, y G Rn. The smallest such M
for which this inequality remains valid for all x and y will be called the
Lipschitz constant of (f>. We will consider two types of Lipschitz domains, an
unbounded type and a bounded type. The unbounded type will be of the form
D = {(x ,y): x gR" ,y GR,y > 4>(x)} where </>is a Lipschitz function. The
bounded domains we will consider are the starlike Lipschitz domains. These
are domains D C Rn+ with the following two properties. First, we require
that the boundary of D is locally Lipschitz, that is, for each P g dD there is
a coordinate system (z , t), z G R" , t G R, and a Lipschitz function <f>such
that for some neighborhood V of P, V r\D = {(z ,t): t > (p(z)} . We require
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that there exists an M so that all such <p have Lipschitz constant at most M.
Second, we assume that there exists a point P* G D such that for every point

PGdD, {tP + (l-t)P*:0<t<l}GD.
For a > 0 and h > 0 we define Ya = {(x ,y) G R"+1 : |x| < ay} and
r^ = {(x ,y) G R"+1 : \x\ < ay ,y < h} . The set Ta is an infinite cone and ia is
a truncated cone. Consider a Lipschitz graph {(x ,4>(x)): x G R"} . For points
P in this graph, we define Ya(P) to be the cone TQ translated so that its vertex
is at P; explicitly, if P = (t"^))
then Va(P) = {(x ,y): \x-t\ < a\y-(p(t)\} .

We similarlydefine rJ(T').
Consider a function u which is harmonic on an unbounded Lipschitz domain
D = {(x ,y): y > <p(x)}. Consider any a > 0 for which there exists an a > a
such that Ta,(P) ç D for all P G dD. (The allowable size of such a depends
only on the Lipschitz constant of (¡>.)We then define the nontangential maximal
function and the Lusin area function of u respectively by:
Nau(P) = sup{\u(x ,y)\: (x ,y) G Ya(P)} ,

i/¿
Aau(P)=(j

\Vu(x,y)\2(y-<p(x0))x-ndxdy

\Jr„(P)
for P = (x0,<p(x0))GdD.
For bounded starlike Lipschitz domains we consider any a > 0 for which
there exists an a > a such that for every P G dD the cone r^(P) with
aperture a , vertical axis PP and height h = \P - P*\ is contained in D.
For P G dD consider the cone ^(P) with aperture a, vertical axis PP* and
height h = \P - P*\. If u is harmonic on D, P G dD we define Nau(P) and
Aau(P)

as before, except that now we use these new cones. For typographical

convenience, we will always write N2u(P)

for (Nau(P))2

and A2au(P) for

(Aau(P))2.
The size of Nau and Aau are intimately related. Except for possibly a set

of measure zero the set where they are finite is the same. (See Stein [18, pp.
201, 206].) For 0 < p < oo, there exists a constant Cp such that

cr'lM
p
il a "II-<
"p — 11^
"
a «IL
><p <
— CJL4
p " a «IL
"p
so that the distribution functions of Nau and Aau have roughly the same rate
of growth. Burkholder and Gundy [4] proved what are now commonly called
"good-A inequalities" for Nau and Aau which give direct comparisons of their

distribution functions. Later, R. Fefferman, Gundy, Silverstein and Stein [10]
gave more refined versions of these. Most recently, Murai and Uchiyama [16]
gave very sharp versions of these good-A inequalities. However, all of these authors consider harmonic functions on the upper half space R" . Our first goal
will be to extend these results to unbounded and bounded Lipschitz domains.
These results are stated in §5. One of these results, (Theorem 6), is new even for
the flat case. A consequence of these will be the laws of the iterated logarithm
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stated in §7; these are also new even in the case of R"+ . To prove these goodX inequalities the techniques we will use are fairly standard; these techniques
date back to the paper of Burkholder and Gundy [4]. We consider sets where
Na u or Aa u is bounded and construct a so-called "sawtooth" domain. Our
first results then involve local distribution estimates on functions which have
bounded nontangential maximal functions or bounded area functions.

We call Q ç dD, D a Lipschitz domain, a cube if Q = {(x , cj>(x)): x g Q'}
where Q' is a cube in R" and <p(x) is the Lipschitz function defining D (either

globally or locally). We will show
Theorem 1. Let ß > 0. Let u be harmonic on an unbounded Lipschitz domain
D in R"+1 and suppose that for every P e D, \u(P)\ < 1. Suppose also that
there exists some point P0 G dD such that Aßu(P0) < oo. Then for every cube
QçdD
there exists a constant a0 such that

o{PGQ:\A2ßu(P)-aQ\>X}

-—-

o(Q)

< C P

_CiX

- 'e

for every X > 0. Here o denotes surface measure on dD and cx and c2 are
absolute constants which depend only on ß, the Lipschitz constant of D and the
dimension n.
Theorem 2. Let a > ß . Let u be harmonic on an unbounded Lipschitz domain
D such that Aau(P) < 1 for every P g dD. Suppose that there exists a point
PQG dD such that Nßu(P0) < oo. Then for every cube Q ç dD, there exists a
constant aQ such that

o{PGQ:\N

-—-

u(P)-a\>X}

o(Q)

< c e

_Cj,

for every A > 0. Here, cx, c2 are absolute constants independent of u.

Theorem 1 is stronger than Theorem 2 in the sense that Theorem 1 involves
ApU while Theorem 2 only estimates N„u. We can, however, obtain a stronger
version of Theorem 2 at least in dimension 2 with suitable restrictions on the
Lipschitz constant of <p and the apertures

a and ß .

■y
Theorem 3. Suppose D is an unbounded Lipschitz domain in R with constant
M < 1 . Suppose 1 < a < 1¡M and that a > ß. Further suppose that
Aau(P) < 1 for every P G dD and that there exists a point P0 G dD such that
NgU(P0) < oo. Then for every cube Q ç dD, there exists a constant aQ such

that
o{PGQ:\N

-

u(P)-aQ\>k}

o(Q)

< c e

_c,,2

for every X > 0. Here cx and c2 are absolute constants independent of u.

In the case D = R2 this is essentially a theorem of Chang, Wilson and Wolff
[5]. This theorem is stated in §4 since we will need to use it in the proof of
Theorem 3.
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Throughout, the letters c, C, c,, c2, ... indicate constants which are not
necessarily the same at each occurrence. All such constants will depend only on
parameters such as q, ß, the dimension n , and Lipschitz constants, but never
on the harmonic function u.

2. Preliminaries
In this section we describe some results which we will need in the sequel.
These are divided into two types. First, we describe some results concerning
Lipschitz domains. Second, we collect some facts about BMO and functions
which have subgaussian (exponential square) distributions.
Consider a bounded domain fiCR"+
which is Lipschitz and starlike with
respect to the point P' efi.
Suppose also that ft has the cone condition
as described previously, that is, there exists an a > 0 such that for every
P G d£l the cone with aperture a, vertex at P, vertical axis PP and height
\P—P*\ is completely contained in ft. For P g ft let d(P) denote the distance
from P to dft. Also, we let g(P) denote the Green's function for ft with
pole at P* and let co denote harmonic measure on dft taken with respect
to the point P*. For P g ft - {P*} we let P be the point of intersection

of dft with {r(P - P*) + P* : r > 0} and for Pe9ßwe

define A(P ,r) =

<9ft n {/>': \P' - P\ < r). Because of the cone condition on Q, there exists a
constant r0 > 0 such that B(P* , r0) = {P' G R"+1: \P' - ¿>| < rQ}ç ft. In fact,
there exists a constant c(a) depending only on a such that rQ> c(a)diamft.
Set ft* = ft - B(P*, r0). The following lemma appears in Dahlberg [6 and 7].
Lemma 1. There is a number k > 0 such that for all P G ft* we have

k~Xd(P)"-Xg(P) < co(A(P ,d(P))) < kd(P)"-Xg(P).
It is important to note that the number k depends only on the Lipschitz
constant for ft, the aperture a, and the dimension n . Especially important is
the fact that k is independent of change of scale.
Let o denote surface measure on 9ft. Another theorem of Dahlberg [6]
states that co and o are mutually absolutely continuous and in fact satisfy an
A°° condition.

Lemma 2. There exists absolute constants b > 0, a > 0 and C > 0 such that

if ECA = A(P,r)çdCl

p.,,

then

^<c(m"
««d"¡¡¡.¿elm)'.
co(A)
\ct(A)J
o(A)
\co(A)J

The constants b, a, C depend only on the Lipschitz constant for ft.
The other preliminary information we need involves a few facts about BMO
and functions with exponential square distributions. In [19], Strömberg gives
the following alternate characterization of BMO.
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Lemma 3. Let f:Rn —►
R be measurable. Suppose that there exists an s,
0 < s < \ and A0 > 0 such that for every cube Q ç R" there is a constant
aQ such that \{x G Q: \f(x) - aQ\ > A0}| < s|g|. Then f G BMO and

11/11
BMO- ^o

wnere C depends only on s.

The following two lemmas will allow us to pass from local estimates in Theorems 1, 2 and 3 to global estimates required for the good-A inequalities in §5.
The first lemma essentially appears in Murai and Uchiyama [16], although we
give its proof since we require a slightly stronger result than the one obtained
there.

Lemma 4. Let f G LxXoc(R")
such that ||/||BMO < 1. Then for all A > 0,
|{x G R": \f(x)\ > 2A}| < Ce~c\{x G R": |/(x)| > X}\ where C, c are positive
constants which depend only on n .
Proof. Fix A. We may assume that |{x G R" : |/(x)| > A}| < co. Let {ß,} be

maximal dyadic cubes in R" such that |{x G Q¡: \f(x)\ > A}| > jlQ,-!■ Then
{x: |/(x)| > A} ç \jQ. almost everywhere. Also, by the maximality of the Qi
and the fact that ||/||BMO < 1,

f\
\—i
\fo.\=
tttt/ fdx <y + x
'al= Iie,i4
for every /, where y is an absolute constant. Then applying the John-Nirenberg
theorem (see Garnett [11, p. 230]) to each Qi we obtain

K*€ Q(:\f(x)\ > 2X}\< \{xg Q,: \f(x) - fQ\ >X-y}\
< Ce-c{k-y)\Qt\
= Ce-^IQJ.
Summing over /' then gives the result.
By the John-Nirenberg theorem, the condition ||/||BMO < 1 is equivalent to
the condition: There exists constants C, c such that C < C0, c >cQ, (where
C0, cQ depend only on the dimension

n ), which have the property

that for

every cube Q there exists a constant aQ such that
|{xg<2:|/(x)-aQ|>A}|
-=-—=r-j-*-<

Ce

_cX

for all A > 0.

So Lemma 4 could have been stated with the latter condition in its hypothesis.
Lemma 5 is then similar to Lemma 4; the proof is essentially the same.

Lemma 5. Let f G LXX(K(R")
and suppose f satisfies the condition: There exists
absolute constants c and C such that for every cube Q ç R" there exists a
constant a0 such that

-^■MxgQ: \f(x) - aQ\ > X}\< Ce~c3? for every X > 0.
Then there exists constants cx and C, depending only on c and C such that
\{x G R": |/(x)|

> 2A}| < C,<TC|A2|{xg R" : |/(x)|

> X}\.
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3. The proof of Theorem

1

We have ß > 0 and u harmonic on an unbounded Lipschitz domain D
determined by a Lipschitz function </>.We also have \u(P)\ < 1 on Ö. Let
Q be a fixed cube ß ç dD. We will estimate the contribution to AÏu(P),
P G Q, from the part of the cone Yß(P) which is "close" to ß and the part
of the cone TAP) which is "far" from Q separately. To estimate the part
which is "close" we construct an auxiliary domain ft. Choose y, y' such that
/ > y > ß and so that Y ,(P) Ç D for every P G dD. Let S denote the point
which is the "center" of ß, S = (x0 , </>(x0))where x0 is the center of ß' and
ß = {(x , <p(x)): x G Q1}. There exists an R > 0 with the following properties:

(i) Set P* = (x0,(j)(x0) + Rl(Q')) where l(Q') denotes the side length of
Q'. Then for every P G Q', {tP + (I - t)P* : 0 < t < 1} ç D .
(ii) For every P G Q the cone lt(P) with aperture y, vertical axis PP*,
vertex at P, and height h = \P - P*\ is completely contained in D.
(iii) For every P = (x , (j)(x)) G Q the cone iß(P) with vertex at P, vertical

axis {(x ,4>(x)+ s: s > 0}, and height h = 4>(x0)+ Rl(Q') - 4>(x) is
completely contained in the cone i(P)

given by (ii).

We assume that R is the smallest such constant for which (i), (ii) and (iii)
holds for all cubes in dD. Then the constant R depends only on the aperture
ß and the Lipschitz constant of ¡p.

Now set ft = \JPeQry,(P) n {(x ,y):y

< <p(x0)+ 2Rl(Q')} . The domain

ft is Lipschitz and starlike with respect to the point P*. Furthermore, ft
has the property that there exists an e0 > 0 (e0 depends only on ß and the
Lipschitz

constant

of (¡>) such that for every point

P e 9ft

there exists an s

with y > e > e0 so that the cone i£(P) with vertex at P, height h = \P-P*\,
aperture e and vertical axis PP is completely contained in ft. In fact, for
P e ß ç 9ft we may take Ty(P) to be the cone given by (ii) above.
For P g Q set YX(P) = Yl(P)

where the latter is the cone given by (iii)

above and set Y2(P) = Yß(P)-Yx(P).

For ; = 1,2,

PgQ,

P = (x,cp(x)),

we set

A .u(P) = [ [

\Jfj(P)

\Vu(s , t)\2(t - </>(x))1-"ds dt )

so that Aßu(P) = Axu(P)+A2u(P).
We first estimate A2u .

J

We will estimate Axu and A2u separately.

Lemma 6. Suppose that there exists PQG dD such that Aßu(P0) < oo. Then for
Px and P2 in Q,
(3.1)

\A22u(Px)- A22u(P2)\< C\PX - P2\/l(Q')

where C is an absolute constant.
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then there exists a constant C suchthat

dist(P,0£>)|Vii(P)| < C (see Stein [18, p. 209]). So if (s ,t) G Yß((x ,<f>(x))
then \t-(f>(x)\\Vu(s,t)\
we have
/

•>r2(p,)

< C. Then, setting Px = (x,<fi(x)), P2 = (y ,<f>(y))

l-n

-i

<[

(3.2)

<p(x)) "dsdt

\Vu(s,t)\2(t

\Vu(s,t)7(t-<p(y)y "dsdt
\Vu(s,t)\

2\(t~<t>(y))n~l-(t-<t>(x))n~{\

•>r,(/>,)

dsdt

(t-(p(x))n-x(t-<P(y))n-x
,n-2

<C

(t-<p(x))

2(A)

I

<C\P.
<C\PX

dsdt

n+2

2(P,) (t-(p(x))

2/1-2

1

dt< C\PX- P.

Jó
21/
lé(x)+cl(Q>)
(t - <f)(x))2

l(Q')

For fixed t,
\(Y2(Px)AY2(P2))n{(s,t-<p(y)):sGRn}\<c(t-<p(y))"-x\Px-P2\.

Therefore,
\Vu(s,t)\2(t-cp(y))X

/

"dsdt

- Jr2(P2)
f
\Vu(s,t)\2(t-(p(y))x "dsdt
(3.3)

=f

\Vu(s,t)\2(t-<p(y))x
Jr, {Pú&TiiPi)

<

(t-<i>(y))

"dsdt

dsdt

n+\

1

2dt<

Jd>
<t>{y)+cl(Q')
(t - 4>(y))

C\PX

l(Q')

Estimates (3.2) and (3.3) then give Lemma 6. Note that this estimate and the
fact that Aßu(PQ)< oo for some P0 imply that A2u(P) < oo for all P gQ.

We now estimate the contribution to A2ßufrom A2u. We consider the auxiliary domain ft constructed previously and let g denote the Green's function
for ft with pole at P* and let co denote harmonic measure on 9ft with respect to P*. The following lemma is roughly the same as Dahlberg [7, Lemma

3]-
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Lemma 7. There exists a constant C independent of Q such that

L-

A2u(P)dco(P)<C.

Proof. Consider domains ft£ ç ft such that for every e > 0 P* G ft£, ft£ ç ft.

fl£ has smooth boundary, and ft£ -> ft as e —►
0. (See [18, p. 206] for the
construction of these.) Let ge denote the Green's function for ft£ with pole at
P*. We then apply Green's theorem to the functions (u(P))2 - (u(P*))2 and
ge(P) on ft£. Since (u(P)) - (u(P*)y vanishes at P = P*, standard limit
arguments yield
/

Jdsie

(u(P))2-(u(P*))2dcoe=

[ [

J Jae

2\Vu(P)\2ge(P)dP.

Since Im|< 1 on D D ft„ we have

a

\Vu(P)\2ge(P)dP<l.

As e -+ 0, ft£ -> ft, ge(P) -* g(P) and thus we obtain

IL

n
For P G ft, P' G Q set x(P,P')

\Vu(P)\2g(P)dP<l.
= 1 if P G YX(P'), 0 otherwise. Then, using

Lemma 1, we obtain

1> J!

\Vu(P)\2g(P)dP>C
11 \Vu(P)\2d(P)X-"co(A(P
,d(P)))dP

>C [ f \Vu(P)\2d(P)X~"
f X(P,z)dco(z)dP
J Ja

Jq

= C í íí \Vu(P)\2d(P)x~"x(P,z)dPdco(z)>C

Í a]u(z)dca(z)

which completes the proof of Lemma 7.
Applying Chebyshev's inequality to the conclusion of Lemma 7 yields

co{P G Q: A2xu(P)>X}< C/X < Cco(Q)/X
the latter inequality following from Hunt-Wheeden

[11, Lemma 2.1]. Since co

and a satisfy the A°° condition (2.1) on 9ft, then o{P G Q: A2xu(P)> A} <
Co(Q)/Xb for some b > 0. Since cf>is Lipschitz this implies

|{x G Q': A2xu(x,(f>(x))> X}\< C\Q'\/Xb.
Also, once again since <p is Lipschitz we can rewrite (3.1) as: For every x,

yeQ',
\A22u(x, cp(x)) - A22u(y, cp(y))\ < C\x - y\/l(Q') < C, .
Let x0 be the center of ß'. Then combining these last two inequalities gives,

|{xeß':

|^2?w(x,(/)(x))-^2i/(xo,0(xo))|

>A}|

< \{x G Q': A2xu(x,4>(x))> A- C.}| < C|ß'|/(A - C,)b.
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Choose A0 so that C/(X0 - C„) = {-. Then Lemma 3 implies Aßu(x ,<f>(x))
is in BMO with BMO norm bounded by a constant which depends only on the
choice of A0 and hence only on the Lipschitz constant of <f>,the aperture ß
and the dimension «. Thus, by the John-Nirenberg theorem, for every cube

Q' ç R",
i^|{x

6 Q': \A2ß(x,<p(x)) - (A2ß(x,cp(x)))Q,\ > X}\ < Cxe~^

for every A > 0. Since </>is Lipschitz we then obtain the result of Theorem 1.
4. The proofs of Theorems

2 and 3

We first give a proof of Theorem 3 and then a sketch of the proof of Theorem
2 since the techniques involved in the proof of Theorem 2 are just a combination
of the techniques involved in proving Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. We first state
a theorem of Chang, Wilson, and Wolff [5] which is essentially Theorem 3 in

the case D = R2 .
Theorem. Suppose a > 0. Then there exists constants cx and c2 which depend
only on a such that if u is harmonic in R2 and \Aau(x)\ < 1 for every x e R,
then for every finite interval I ç R, and every X > 0,
(4.1)

|{*6/;

\u(x)-u,\>X}\<cxe~Cli}\I\.

In Theorem 3 we seek an inequality of this form but involving Nßu. The
proof of Theorem 3 involves techniques similar to those used in the proof of
Theorem 1, and the lemma which follows will allow us to pass from information
about u on the boundary of the auxiliary domain ft to information about Nß u

on 9ft.
Lemma 8. Suppose ft is a Lipschitz domain which is starlike with respect to the
point P* G ft. Suppose also that ft has an interior cone condition as previously
described. Let f be a function on 9ft which has the property that there exists
constants cx and c2 such that co{x G 9ft: |/(x)| > A} < cxe~ClX for every
X > 0. Let Mwf be the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of f taken with
respect to co,

MJ(P) = sup
/
r>0 0)(A(P

/

,r)) JA(P,r)

\f(P')\ dco(P').

Then there exists constants c3 and c4 depending only on cx, c2 and the Lipschitz constant of ft, such that co{x G 9ft: Mwf(x) > A} < c3e~c*x for every

X>0.
Proof. Since co satisfies a doubling condition: if P G 9ft and r > 0 then
co(A(P ,2r)) < cco(A(P ,r)) where c is an absolute constant, (see HuntWheeden [12]), then Mw satisfies a weak type 1 inequality
co{xGdSA:Mmg(x)>X}<c\\g\\x/X
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for all g G Lx(cû) . Fix A and set / = g+b where g(x) = \f(x)\x{x. |/^)|>a/2>

Then

œ{Mj> X}<œ{Mug> ¿} < Ä

< | jfV^ds
k/2

<

C3 „''A2

X2

Since co{Mmf > X} < 1 then Lemma 8 follows by choosing (if necessary)
c3 > eCt.

Proof of Theorem 3. We have a > ß , 1 < a < l/M where M is the Lipschitz
constant of (p and \Aau(P)\ < 1 for every P G dD . Fix a cube ß ç dD, say
ß = {(x , <t>(x)): x G Q1} where ß' is an interval in R. Take y, y' so that a >

y' > y > ß and so that y > 1 . Let x0 be the center of ß' and choose i? > 0
which has properties (i), (ii) and (iii) as in the proof of Theorem 1. Define ft as

before and set G = \jPeQ Ty,(P) so that ft = Cn{(x ,y): y < (f>(x0)+2Rl(Q')}.
The domain G is Lipschitz, say G is given by G = {(x ,y): y > ^(x)} where
4* is a Lipschitz function with constant M' < 1. Note that *¥(P) = (j)(P) for
all P G Q. Let Q" be the cube in R with center x0 and side length 3 times
that of Q' and let Q1" be the cube in R with center x0 and side length 5 times
that of ß. Set Qx = {(x , ¥(*)) : x e ß"} and set ß2 = {(x , *F(x)) : x e Q'"} .
We can assume R is chosen large enough so that ß2 ç 9ft. Then on 9ft,
ß Q Qx =02 an<* Qi~ Q\ consists of 2 intervals in 9ft whose length is
comparable to l(Q'). For every P G dG, the infinite cone TAP) with vertical
axis parallel to the y axis is contained in G, and furthermore \A u(P)\ < 1

for every P G dG. Let H: R2 — G be a conformai map with H(i) = P*.
Then there exists a ô > 0 such that for every x G R, H(Tg(x)) ç Ty(H(x))
(see Kenig [14, Lemma 1.13]). Consider uoH. Then

/

Jrs(x)

\V(uoH)\2dA=

f

JH{Y6(x))

\Vu\2dA< [

Jr,.(H(x))

\Vu\2dA<l.

Then by (4.1), there exists constants c, and c2 such that
(4.2)

\{xgJ:

\uoH(x)-(uoH)j\>X}\<cxe~ClX2\J\

for every A > 0 and every interval J ç R. Since |//'(x)| G A2 (see Kenig [14,
Theorem 1.10]) then \H'(x)\ g A°° so there exists b > 0 such that for every

interval / and E Ç I,

o(H(E))/o(H(I))

< C(\E\/\I\)b.

For each interval / ç R set a; = (uoH)j . Then (4.2) combined with this y4°°
condition yields: For every interval J ç dG there exists a constant a} such

that
(4.3)

o{P G J: \u(P) - as\ >X}<

cxe~C2Á2o(J).

Since G was formed using cones of aperture y < a then for all P G G,

dist(P ,dD)\Vu(P)\ < C (see Stein [18, p. 207]). In particular, for P G 9ft -

Ôi>
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|Vw(P)| < C/|ß'| so that if Px, P2GdQ-Qx,
(4.4)

\u(Px)-u(P2)\<C\Px-P2\/\Q'\<C.

Let J0 be one of the intervals which comprise ß2 - ß, . Using (4.3), standard
arguments (as in the case of BMO functions, see Garnett [11, p. 223]) show
that \aQ - üj\ < Ct where C, depends only on c, , c2. By applying (4.3)
to the interval J0, we conclude that there exists a constant C such that there
exists a point P0 G J0 with \u(PQ)- a} \ < C. This combined with (4.4) shows

that \u(P) - oj < C' for all P G 9ft - ß, . Then if A> C',
o{P G 9ft: \u(P) - aJo\ > A}= o{P G Q2 : \u(P) - aj > A}
< a{P G Q2: \u(P) -aQ\>X-C,}<

o^c^-^

= a(Q2)c1e~Cikl < o(dQ)c3e~c^''.

This inequality remains valid for all A > 0 by taking (if necessary) c3 > e
Setting an = üj , the A°° condition (2.1) implies:
(4.5)

c (C)2

.

co{P G 9ft: \u(P) - aQ\ > X} < cxe~Clk}

for every A > 0, for some absolute constants cx and c2 .
Recall that for each P g 9ft we have a cone ie(P) whose vertical axis is

P~P*and such that for P e ß we may take rJ(P) D rJ(P). Let Nxu(P) be
the nontangential maximal function of u taken with respect to the cones i¡ (P)

if P G 9ft - ß and taken with respect to the cones I^(P) if P g Q. By a
theorem of Hunt and Wheeden [12], Nx(u - aa)(P) < MJu

- aa)(P)

for all

P G 9ft. Combining this with (4.5) and Lemma 8 gives
(4.6)

co{P G 9ft: Nx(u - an)(P) > A} < cxe~C2i}

for every A > 0. By the triangle inequality, \Nxu(P) - \aa\\ < Nx(u - aa)(P)
and since co and a satisfy the A°° condition on 9ft (4.6) then becomes
cr{PGdQ:

|JV,K(/»)-|an||

> A} < cxe~ClXlo(dQ).

Since fj(9ft) < Co(Q) we then obtain

(4.7)

o{P G Q: \Nxu(P) - \aQ\\ > X} < c^o(Q).

This gives an estimate for the contribution to Nßu(P), P G Q from points
"close by ß." We now prove an estimate like Lemma 6 to control the contribution to Nßu from points "far away" from ß.
Lemma 9. Suppose that there exists a point P0 G dD such that Nßu(PQ) < co.

For PgQ

set
N2u(x) = suo{\u(s ,t)\: (s ,t) GTß(P) ,t ><p(x0)+ Rl(Q')}.
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Thenfor all Px, P2gQ,
(4.8)
\N2u(Px) - N2u(P2)\ < C\PX- P2\/l(Q')
where C is an absolute constant.
Proof. Say Px = (x , <p(x)), P2 = (y , <p(y)). Note that |x - y | « |P, - P2| since
4> is Lipschitz. Suppose (s ,t) G Tß(Px) with t > 0(xo) + Rl(Q'). Then the
point (s+y -x ,t)GVß(P2). Once again, since dist(P, dD)\Vu(P)\ < C for

P GG, then for P G G n {(w ,z): z > <p(x0)+ Rl(Q')} , \Vu(P)\ < C/\Q'\.
Therefore,

\u(s,t)-u(s
11 '
v + y-x,t)\<>]- C|,*7y|
l(Q') <QPl~P^.
l(Q')
Thus, N2u(Px) < C\PX - P2\/l(Q') + N2u(P2). Similarly we obtain such an
inequality with Px and P2 interchanged to obtain the estimate (4.8). Note that
this result and the fact that Nßu(P0) < co implies that N2u(P) < oo for all

PGQ.
Now set bQ = N2u(x0 ,<j>(x0)). Then we have the estimate

(4.9)
o{P G Q: \N2u(P) - bQ\ > X} < cxe~C2>}a(Q)
for every A > 0 which follows trivially by taking c, large enough. Using the
fact that for any set £ÇR,
IL] w o{(x , <p(x)): x gE} and the estimates (4.7)
and (4.9), Theorem 3 will follow from the following lemma.
Lemma 10. Let f and g be functions defined on a cube Q ç R" . Suppose that
there exists constants aQ, bQ, c, and c2 such that

\{xGQ:\f(x)-aQ\>X}\<cxe-C2Á2\Q\

and
\{xGQ:\g(x)-bQ\>X}\<cxe-C2"2\Q\
for every X > 0. Then for every X > 0
|{x G Q: | max(/(x),g(x))

- max(a0 ,b0)\>

X}\ < 2cxe ClX\Q\.

Proof. We can assume aQ> bQ. Then
{x e ß: | max(/(x),

#(x)) - aQ\ > A}

= {xgQ: f(x) > g(x), \f(x) - aQ\ > X}
U{xgQ: g(x) > f(x), \g(x) - aQ\ > X}
Q{xgQ: \f(x) - aQ\ > X}u {x G Q: g(x) > f(x), g(x) - aQ> X}
j{xgQ: g(x) > f(x), g(x) -aQ<-X}Q{xGQ:
\f(x) - aQ\ > X}
U {x e Q: g(x) > f(x), g(x) -bQ>X}
1){xgQ: g(x) > f(x) ,f(x) -aQ< -X}
C{xgQ: \f(x) - aQ\ > X) U {x G Q: \g(x) - bQ\> X}
and the result follows.
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We now give a short sketch of the proof of Theorem 2. Fix a cube ß and
form the auxiliary domain ft as in the proof of Theorem 3. As before, let g(P)
denote the Green's function for ft with pole at P* and let co denote harmonic
measure on 9ft with respect to the point P*. Green's theorem yields

(4.10)

f \u(P)-u(P*)\2dco(P)= [[ 2\Vu(P)\2g(P)dP.

JdQ

JJa

The inequalities in Lemma 7 can all be reversed so that we then have

f \u(P)-u(P*)\2dco(P)<C.

Jaa

Using the same procedure as in the proof of Theorem 3, we can turn this into an
estimate involving the nontangential maximal function: There exists a constant
üq such that

o{P G Q: \Nxu(P) - aQ\ > A}< Co(Q)/Xb
for some b > 0, C > 0 independent of Q. Also, by Lemma 9, a similar
estimate holds for N2u on ß:

a{P G Q: \N2u(x) - bQ\> X}< Co(Q)/Xb
which follows trivially by taking C large enough. Then the proof of Lemma 10
shows that we get such an estimate for Nßu : For every ß CdD there exists a
constant cQ such that

o{PGQ: \Nßu(P) - cQ\>X}< Co(Q)/Xb.
The theorem then follows from Lemma 3.
The main difference between Theorems 1 and 2 is the presence of the squared
term Aßu in Theorem 1, while in Theorem 2 we merely obtain an estimate
involving Nßu . The difference occurs in (4.10). In Theorem 1 we assume that
the left-hand side of (4.10) is bounded which gives an estimate on the righthand side which is essentially the square of the area function. In Theorem 2,
we assume that the right-hand side of (4.10) is bounded, and this only gives an
estimate involving Nßu on the left-hand side.
In terms of the applications which follow, a higher-dimensional version of
Theorem 3 would be a stronger theorem than Theorem 2. This would be attainable if one could show a result like the theorem of Chang, Wilson and Wolff
where the function u was only assumed to satisfy Lu = 0 for some strongly
elliptic operator L. Then one could replace the conformai map H in the proof
of Theorem 3 by H* : R" -> D given by H*(s , t) = (s , t + <f>(s))and a computation then shows that L(u o H*) = 0 for some strongly elliptic operator L.
The rest of the proof would be exactly the same as in Theorem 3.

5. Good-A inequalities

for Nu and Au on Lipschitz domains

Theorems 1,2,3 will lead almost immediately to the good- A inequalities in
Theorems 4, 5, 6 below. In each of Theorems 4, 5, 6 we let u be a harmonic
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function on an unbounded Lipschitz domain D = {(x ,y): y > <f>(x)}and we
let a > ß .

Theorem 4. There exists a constant K > 1 and constants cx and c2 such that

if e > 0, A> 0 then
o{P G dD: Aßu(P) > KX , Nau(P) < eX}< cxe~c^a{P G dD: Aßu(P) > A}.
Theorem 5. There exists constants cx and c2 such that if e > 0 and X > 0 then

a{P G dD: Nßu(P) > 2X,Aqu(P) < eX} < cxe~Cl,to{P G dD: Nßu(P) > X}.
Theorem 6. Assume now that D ç R with Lipschitz constant M > 1 and
1 < a < l/M and a > ß. Then there exists constants cx and c2 such that if

e > 0, A> 0 then
o{PGdD:

Nßu(P) >2X,Aau(P)

< eX} < cxe~Cl1'2a{P G dD: Nßu(P) > X}.

Theorems 4 and 5 are the analogue for Lipschitz domains of the results of
Murai and Uchiyama [16]. Weaker forms of these theorems were proved by
Dahlberg [7]. However, Theorem 6 is new even in the case D = R+. The
corresponding result for martingales was first proved by Burkholder [3], (see
also Corollary 3.1 in [5]). As it is often the case with these type of results, our
proof is modeled after the martingale proof.

Proof of Theorem 4. Fix e and A; we may assume that o{Aßu > X} is finite.
Let E = {P G dD: Nau(P) > eX} and set W = \JPeEc Ta(P) ; we may also
assume that Ec is nonempty so that W exists. Then W is a subdomain of
D and in fact IF is a Lipschitz domain with constant determined by a. Say
that W = {(x 7V(x)): y > ^(x)} where ¥ isa Lipschitz function. On W,
\u\ < eX so by Theorem 1, for every cube ß ç dW there exists a constant aQ
such that
o{P G Q: \A2ßu(P)- aQ\ > n} < c^2"1^''cr(Q)
for every n > 0. (Here a represents surface measure on dW.) Since \F\ «

o{(x ,"V(x)): x G F} for any F ç R" , it follows that \\A2ßu(x, V(jc))||bmo <
Ce A . Then by Lemma 4, for all n > 0,
|{x G R": A2ßu(x,¥(*)) > 2n}\ < C^'^'^Hx

G Rn : A2ßu(x,¥(*)) > n}\

choosing n = X yields
(5.1)

|{xeR":^/j«(x,lr'(x))>2A}|
< c^"C2/£2|{x G R" : Aßu(x,V(x))

> X}\.

We now need a lemma whose purpose will soon become apparent.
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Lemma 11. Let u be a harmonic function on a cone T (x , 0), x G R", and let
d > 0. Then there exists an absolute constant L depending only on y such that

[

\Vu(s,t)\2(t-d)X~"dsdt<L

[

Jr.(x ,d)

\Vu(s,t)\2tx~"dsdt.

Jt.(x ,0)

We remark that this is obviously true with L = 1 when n = 1.
Proof. For (s , t) G T Ax , d) let B(s ,t) be a ball with center (s , t) and radius
r = ed where e is chosen so that B(s , t) ç Ty(x , 0) for all such (s , t). Note
that e depends only on y . Then

(5.2)
/

Jr..{x ,d)

^i

\Vu(s,t)\2(t-d)x~"dsdt

TÏÏÏT17\f

Jrr(x,d) \tí(s A)\ JB(s,t)

<-¿í/
d

/

Jr.(x ,0)Jry(x ,d)

\Vu(w,z)\2dwdz(t-d)x-ndsdt

xB{wz)(s,t)(t-d)x-"dsdt\Vu(w,z)\2dwdz.
y ' '

We estimate the inside integral.

For z > 3d,
(5-3)

/

XB{wJs,t)(t-d)X-ndsdt<czX-"\B(w,z)\<cdn+XzX-n.

Jr.ix
r,(x ,d)

For z < 3d,

I

XB{W2)(s,t)(t-d)X-ndsdt
< [

(5.4)

(t-d)x~"dsdt

Jr7(x
,t): t<(3+e)d}
Jr,(x ,d)n((s
,d)n((s,t):
t<tt+e)d\
H¿+í)a
<2+£". ç

<c

/

^0
j2

.-„

t'~"dsdt

J\ss\<yt
-

= cd <cd

,n+l

z

1—n

Combining (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) gives the result of the lemma.
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 4. Choose K = 2\J~L where L
is the constant from Lemma 11 corresponding to the aperture ß . Then using
(5.1) and Lemma 11 we have,

o{P G dD: Aßu(P) > KX, Nau(P) < eX}= o{P G Ec: Aßu(P) > KX}
< o{P GdW: Aßu(P) > KX}< C\{x G Rn: Aßu(x ,¥(*)) > KX}\
< cxe~C2"2\{x G R": Aßu(x ,*¥(x)) > KX/2}\

< cxe~C2/e21
{x € R" : Aßu(x ,<t>(x))> KX/2\/l}\
< cxe~C2,t2a{P G dD: Aßu(P) > X}.
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Proofs of Theorems 5 and 6. The proofs of these are almost the same so we
will do them simultaneously. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem
4. Fix e and A; we may assume that o{Nßu > X} is finite. Let E = {P G
dD: Aau > eX} and we may also assume that Ec is nonempty. Pick y so
that a > y > ß ; in the case of Theorem 6 pick y so that y > 1 . Now set
W = \JPe£c r (P) . Then W is a subdomain of D and in fact IF is a Lipschitz
domain with constant determined by y. Say W = {(x ,y): y > *F(x)} . For

P G dW n dD = Ec = {(x ,y): y = *F(x) = <f>(x)}it is clear that Ayu(P) <
Aau(P) <eX. If P G dW-dD,
then there exists a point P' GdWndD such
that P G TAP') ç ra(P'). A slight variation of Lemma 11 then shows that
A u(P) < LeX where L is a constant depending only y, a and the dimension
n . In the case of Theorem 5 the proof proceeds as in the proof of Theorem 4;
Theorem 2 combined with Lemma 4 gives

(5.5)

|{xeR":7V/(M(x,4'(x))>2A}|
< Cxe~Cl/c\{x G R": Nßu(x ,V(x)) > X}\.

Likewise, Theorem 3 combined with Lemma 5 gives
|x G R: Nßu(x,V(x))

> 2X}\ < Cxe~Cll£l\{x G R: Nßu(x ,¥(*))

> X}\.

Note that in (5.5) the constant L has been absorbed into the constant c2.
We can then complete the proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 in the same fashion
as Theorem 4. We just complete Theorem 6; the completion of Theorem 5 is
similar. We have,

o{P G dD: Nßu(P) > 2X,Au(P) < eX}= o{P G Ec : Nßu(P) > 2X}
< C\{x G R: Npu(x,*¥(x))

> 2X}\

< cxe~C2,e2\{x G R: Nßu(x ,*P{x)) > X}\

< cxe~C2/e2\{xG R: Nßu(x ,<f>(x))> X}\
< cxe~C2,c2o{P G dD: Nßu(P) > A}.

6. Some applications

and remarks

Theorems 1-6 also hold on starlike Lipschitz domains. The proofs are the
same but slightly more technical since the boundary of such domains is covered
by a finite number of coordinate charts rather than just one as in Theorems 1
and 6. Note that in this case we need a normalization like u(P*) = 0 where P*
is the starcenter of the domain. This is because Au (unlike Nu ) is unchanged
if we alter « by a constant. In Theorems 5 and 6 such a normalization is not
needed since the inequalities are trivial if o{Nßu(P) > A} = co.
Suppose p is a measure on dD which satisfies an ¿I00 condition with respect
to a ; that is, (2.1) remains valid with p replacing a . It is then immediate that
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Theorems 1, 2, 3 are true with p replacing a. Theorems 4, 5, and 6 remain
valid with p replacing o but this is not quite as evident. To see this, note that
Lemmas 4 and 5 remain true if we consider a function / on the boundary of a
Lipschitz domain and use p instead of Lebesgue measure as in these lemmas.
Define a measure p on dW by p(E) = p(pE) where pE is the projection of
E onto 9 W. Then p satisfies an A°° condition with respect to o on 9 W
and the constants which appear in condition (2.1) for p and a depend only
on the constants for p and o in (2.1) and the Lipschitz constant of D. In the
case of Theorem 4, say, this allows one to replace (5.1) by

p{P GdW: Aßu(P) > 2X} < Cxe~Cl1'2
p{P GdW: Aßu(P) > X}.
The proof then proceeds as before.
It is also quite likely that Theorems 4 and 5 remain valid if instead of considering harmonic functions u on D we consider functions u which are solutions
of Lu = 0 where L is a uniformly elliptic operator with bounded measurable
coefficients and we replace a by L harmonic measure. Estimates for harmonic
measure and Green's functions found in Dahlberg [7] and Hunt and Wheeden
[12] have analogues in the elliptic case. (See Dahlberg, Jerison, Kenig [8].)
However, the authors have not verified all the details of this.
Theorems 4, 5 and 6 also give estimates between the Lp norms of Au and
Nu on dD. More precisely, we have,
Theorem 7. Let a > ß and let u be harmonic on an unbounded Lipschitz
domain D in R"+1 . Then for 0 < p < oo there exists constants cp and Cp

such that
(i)

\\^\\LP{d„)<Cp\\NaU\\u(da),

(») IlVIU«/*)* cpK"IU*o•
If n = 1 and a and ß are as in the statement of Theorem 6, then there exists
a constant Cp such that
(iii) \\NBu\\U{da)<C'p\\Aau^a).

Furthermore cp = 0(y/p), Cp = 0(p) and C'p = 0(y/p) as p —►
co and yfp is
the best possible order for c , C'.

Parts (i) and (ii) of the theorem are already contained in [7]. In (iii), even for
the case when D = R+ , the behavior of the constant C' seems to be sharper
than in any previous theorem known to the authors, all of which give at best,
constants of order p . As the proof below shows the terms e~C2'e in Theorems
4 and 6 are absolutely essential to obtain 0(y/p) in (i) and (iii). Even the term
e~C2'e in Theorem 5 would not enable us to obtain this order.

Proof. We assume that the norms of the functions in the right-hand sides of (i),
(ii), (iii) are all finite. To obtain (i) we integrate the good-A inequality given
by Theorem 4. After rearranging we have
o{Aßu> KX} <cxe

—CtIe^

a{Aßu> X}+ o{Nnu> eX}.
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Multiplying through by pX
*

II A

llP

and integrating from 0 to co gives
^

— \\Aßu\\p<cxe

—C'/£2||

a

\\P

,

1 ll »r

llP

\\Aßufp+ -^\\NQufp.

Therefore,

{^-cxe-^y\Aßufp<^\\Nau\fp.
Choose e so that l/Kp-cxe C2,E'= l/Kp+x . Then c2/e2 = (p+l)logK+logcx
.
So for p large 1/e < Cy/p. Therefore c = 0(^/p) as p —►
oo. The proofs of
(ii) and (iii) follow from Theorems 5 and 6 in the same way.
We now show that for the constants C and C' , 0(^/p) is the best possible
order as p —>oo. To see this, consider R+ and a real valued function / e
LP(R). Let u be the harmonic extension of / to R2 and let v be the harmonic
conjugate of u. Let Hf denote the Hubert transform of /. Choose a < 1 <

y < ß . Then

\\Hf\\p= H««,< IIA^IL< C'p\\Ayv\\p
= C'p\\Ayu\\p
<cpC'p\\Nßu\\p<CcpC'p\\f\\p.
Therefore,

||//'/||

< C^'||y||p where C" = 0(p) as p —►
oo and this is known

to be the best possible order (Pichorides [17]).
Theorem 7 also remains valid on bounded starlike Lipschitz domains. In
particular, if we consider the unit disc in R2, we get ||/|| < C'||/la(/)||
with
C' < Cy/p for p > 2. With the help of the central limit theorem for lacunary
series one can show that the constant

Cp is of the best possible order (Moore
[15, p. 20]). Here, in fact, we can obtain more information on this constant.

Namely,
!

^2

*

m)
/--Liwi/J»

sfc(2y/H)xlp
V V 2 ))
and by Stirling's formula we have that

<C'

lim -S^>
In (ii), C = O(p) ; this is probably not the best possible order. It seems that
it should be that C = 0(s/p), this would follow if one could obtain a higher
dimensional version of Theorem 3.
Theorems 4, 5, 6 also allow us to estimate the Lp norms of the ratios Nu /Au
and Au /Nu. In fact, this was the motivation in [10] for improving the constants
in the good- A inequalities. The theorem which follows is a generalization of a
theorem of R. Fefferman, Gundy, Silverstein and Stein [10], and a theorem of
Murai and Uchiyama [16].
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Theorem 8. Let a > ß and let u be a harmonic function on an unbounded
Lipschitz domain D. Then for every p > 0,

(i)
(ii)

/

exp cx-|-

(Aßu)pda<c2

/

exp \c3-?-\

(Nßu)p da<c4\

JdD

JdD

\

\

N^u I

H

AaU J

(Aßuf da,

JdD

(Nßu)p do.
JdD

If D ç R2 and D and a, ß are as in Theorem 6, then

(iii)

N20u

/ exp cs-f

JdD

\

AU

I

(N u)pdo<cJ

JdD

(N u)pdo.

Here cx, c3, c5 depend only on a, ß and the Lipschitz constant of D . The
constants c2, c4, c6 depend also on these parameters as well as p .
Theorem 8 follows from Theorems 4, 5, 6 in the same way as is shown in
[10 or 16]. As before, part (iii) is new even when D = R+ .

1. Laws of the iterated

logarithm

for N and A

Consider a function u which is harmonic on R"+1 and let a > ß . We now
give a direct comparison of the growth of ABu(x ,y) and Nau(x ,y) as y —►
0.

Theorem 9. Suppose there exists a point (x0 , y0) G R"
co. Then
ABu(x ,y)
y^o

Nau(x ,y)y/loglogNau(x

at which Aau(x0 ,y0) <

,y)

almost everywhere on the set {x G R" : Nau(x , 0) = co} . Here C is a constant
depending only on a, ß and n .

Theorem 9 should be compared with the following result of I. Klemes and
the authors in [1]. Suppose u is harmonic in R+ and suppose a > ß and
a > 1 . Then we have
Theorem 10 [1]. Suppose there exists a point (x0,y0) gR2+ at which Nau(x0,y0)

< oo. Then

Nu(x,y)
hm sup -—-x

y.

,

,

/

v^ c

y_o Aau(x ,y)y/loglogAau(x7y)
almost everywhere on the set {x G R: Aau(x ,0) = co} . Here C depends only
on a and ß .

Before proving Theorem 9 we make some remarks. The theorem will follow
from Theorem 4. In a similar fashion Theorem 10 can be proved from Theorem
6. In [1], Theorem 10 was proved more directly and the proof avoids the results
of Dahlberg [7] and Hunt and Wheeden [12] which were required to prove
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Theorem 3. Theorem 5 also leads to a law of the iterated logarithm but it is
much weaker and we will not give its proof.
Let Xt be a continuous martingale with square function (X)t. Define X* =
supJ<( lA^I . Then the law of the iterated logarithm for continuous martingales
(see Durrett [9]) states that

X*

lim sup

'-«

'

= 1

^(X^loglogW,

a.e. on the set {(X)^ = co} . A basic philosophy is that X*^ and (X)XJ¿
behave like Nu and Au. This is the inspiration behind Theorem 10. For the
proof of Theorem 10 and applications to other laws of the iterated logarithm
in the analysis setting see [1 and 2].

Proof of Theorem 9. We can assume that x0 = 0 and that Aau(0,y0) < 1 .
It suffices to show that for each positive integer M, (7.1) holds on \x\ < M .
Fix M . We may assume that there exists a point (x ,y) with \x\ < M, y > 0
such that Nau(x ,y) < oo . This is because the condition that Aau(0 ,y0) < oo
insures that Aßu(x ,y) < oo for all such (x ,y) and if Nau(x ,y) = oo for all
such (x ,y) then (7.1) is trivially true. We can then define functions <pk: R" —»
R as follows. For |x| < M set (pk(x) = inf{y > 0: Nau(x ,y) < 2k} . Pick
y so that a > y > ß . Then set Wk = \J{x. \x\<MyTy(x ,4>k(x)) . The region
Wk has the property that if P G dWk then Y (P) ç Wk; consequently, dWk
is the graph of a Lipschitz function whose constant depends only on a . For
|x| < M, dWk is the graph of 4>kso we can extend <f>k
to R" by requiring that
the graph of <pkis dWk . We note that <Pk>cpk+x for all k . Since a > y > ß,
then there exists a constant M' depending only on y0 , M, a and ß such that
if |x| > M', then YAx ,4>k(x)) Ç rQ(0 ,y0) for any k . Then a slight variation
of Lemma 11 shows that if |x| > M', Aßu(x ,(f>k(x)) < L where L depends
only on ß and y .
Consider any X> L. Then by Theorem 4, for every j we have

o{P GdW}: Aßu(P) > KX,Nyu(P) < eX}
< cxe~C2,e2o{P G dWj: Aßu(P) > L}.

Apply this with

X = 2JJ-

loglog 2j and e = ( — loglog 2Jj

and note that for this e, X, N u(P) < eX for every P GdWj . We obtain

PGdWj-.Aßu(P)> KÍ^J|-loglog2/1
<cx(jlo%2)

-2

o{PGdWj:Aßu(P)>L}.
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Set

Ej= Ix: \x\ < M ,Aßu(x ,<pj(x))
Since <pj is Lipschitz and o{P G dWr. Aßu(P) > L} < C where C is a
constant independent of ;, then J2]li \Ej\ ^ c E~i 1// < co . By the BorelCantelli lemma, almost all x are in only a finite number of the sets E,. That is,
there exists a j0 (depending on x ) such that for all j >j0, x ^ Ej . Consider
such an x for which we also have Nau(x , 0) = oo and say 0-(x) \ s > 0. If
s > 0 then for all y < s, Nau(x ,y) = oo and so (7.1) is trivially true for this
x. If s = 0, consider any y > 0 such that y < 0. (x) . Then there exists a
j > j0 such that 4>j+x(x) < y < <^(x) and so 2J < Nau(x ,y) < 2j+x. Using
Lemma 11 we have

Aßu(x,y) < CAßu(x,<j>j+x(x))< CK2/+XJ ^-loglog2J+x

< CNau(x ,y)^JloglogNau(x ,y)
finishing the proof of Theorem 9.
The good- A inequalities above combined with the techniques of Burkholder
and Gundy [4] can be used to show the following analogue for Lipschitz domains
of the Calderón-Stein result for R" .
Theorem 11. Let D be a Lipschitz domain (any dimension) and let u be harmonic in D . Then the set where the area function is finite equals almost everywhere with respect to surface measure the set where the nontangential maximal
function of u is finite.
This result in fact holds for the more general NTA domains as was shown
in D. Jerison and C. Kenig [13]. The theorem below, whose proof is the same
as the proof of Theorem 9, gives more information

on the behavior of these

functions on the complement of the sets of Theorem 11.
Theorem 12. Let a > ß and let u be a harmonic function on the Lipschitz
domain D = {(x ,y): x GRn, y > <j>(x)}. Suppose there exists a point (x0 ,y0)
with y0 > 0 such that Aau(x0 ,</>(xQ)
+y0) < oo . Then

.

_Aßu(P

+ (0,y))

im-oUPNau(P + (0 ,y))y/loglogNau(P

<
+ (0,y))

~

o almost everywhere on {P G dD: Nau(P) = oo} . Here C depends on a, ß,
n, and the Lipschitz constant of D .
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